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In this paper it is shown that prior to flashback, small dynamical changes appear in the system. These
changes appear as a drift in the recurrence plots and are found to be associated with a gradual increase in the
determinism and recurrence rate. Thus, this study indicates that precursors to flame flashback exist and can
be detected in the multidimensional phase space reconstructed from pressure measurements acquired during
flashback. This observation could have broad academic as well as industrial implications.
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Flame flashback is a complex phenomenon result-
ing from interactions involving multiple physical
processes, each governed by its own inherent tem-
poral and spatial scale. In addition, flashback
is also a transient event, with the actual event
lasting only fractions of a second. Investigation
of flashback requires multiple, simultaneous diag-
nostics without prior knowledge of the relevant
time and length scales of the physical processes
involved. Detection, accordingly, deals with post-
event characterization. In this paper, an attempt
to detect subtle dynamics prior to flashback—
which linear, time and frequency-domain meth-
ods cannot reveal—is made through recurrence
analysis of the multidimensional phase space re-
construction from pressure time traces. Recur-
rence analysis is superior to the common tech-
niques (e.g. spectra) used for the analysis of
short, noisy datasets for the purpose of identi-
fying dynamical changes. Following conventional
recurrence analysis methods, different sections of
pressure time traces from reacting flow conditions
are analyzed. Recurrence plots and recurrence
quantification measures immediately before flash-
back are compared to those long before flashback
during the normal operation of the combustor.
A comparison between recurrence characteristics
at isothermal flow conditions and at reacting flow
conditions is included to a) highlight the dynam-
ics of the thermoacoustically unstable condition
at which flashback occurs and b) to establish the
limits of fluctuations in recurrence quantification
analysis measures. It is observed that small drifts
exist in the dynamical behavior of the system be-
fore flashback and are made apparent by recur-
rence methods. It is found that the changes span
2-4 seconds prior to flashback. Within this time
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frame, determinism and recurrence rate increase
gradually as flashback is approached.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flame flashback is a concerning issue for the emerg-
ing lean premixed combustion technology that promises
enhanced system efficiency and significant reduction in
pollutant emission. Not only has the phenomenon been
impossible to detect in advance, the complexity and the
highly transient nature of the phenomenon make inves-
tigations intractable. Thus, understanding and suppres-
sion of this intricate issue has been a long standing issue
and continues to challenge the research community as
well as the industry.
Flashback refers to the unforeseen and instantaneous
propagation of the reactive front to the upstream stages
of the combustor1–3. Because upstream stages are not de-
signed for the extreme conditions created by the flame, a
flashback event could cause critical damages that must be
avoided by system shutdown. Thus, the phenomenon is
clearly undesirable and detecting the onset of flame flash-
back under various operating conditions, is an essential
step in the design of premixed combustion systems.
The primary cause of flashback is the imbalance be-
tween the local flame and flow velocities. In a practi-
cal setting local flame and flow velocities depend on sev-
eral physical processes that occur across different time
and length scales. The physical processes involved in-
clude flame interaction with hydrodynamics (turbulence,
boundary layer4,5 and coherent structures6–8), acoustics
(thermoacoustic coupling)9–11, chemical kinetics2,12 and
unsteady heat transfer. The referred works deal with the
study of how the respective processes affect the flash-
back propensity of the system and/or the evolution of
the individual processes as flashback takes place. It has
been made clear that the physical mechanisms respon-
sible for flame flashback are quite complex and are not
yet sufficiently understood so as to efficiently eliminate
the possibility of flashback. The transition from one dy-
2namical state, prior to flashback, to a totally different
one corresponding to the state in which the flame is in-
side the premixing section can happen over an extremely
short time (often a fraction of a second). Understanding
the dynamics of such a transitional period is essential to
the implementation of suppression mechanisms.
Due to the short temporal span of the transitional pe-
riod, conventional time- and frequency-domain methods,
become inaccurate in analyzing the system. Such tech-
niques are inherently incapable of detecting the subtle
complex features of the dynamics of flashback. Another
problem associated with the highly complex and tran-
sient process is that without the prior knowledge of the
temporal and spatial scales involved in flashback, in a
given configuration, experimental diagnostics of the event
(c.f. 13, 14) are difficult to perform. Changes prior to
flashback are not apparent on direct visual or quantita-
tive examination of time series and its spectral decompo-
sition. Identification of the presence of system dynam-
ics—and changes therein—that could be considered pre-
cursors to the event of flashback would, therefore, be of
immense practical and academic interest.
The present work investigates the implementation of
recurrence analysis of phase space trajectories recon-
structed from pressure time traces for the detection of
dynamical drifts and patterns that are expected to oc-
cur prior to, and could be related to flashback induced
by thermoacoustic oscillations. Recurrence analysis, by
definition, should be able to detect patterns of deter-
ministic and non-deterministic dynamics that constitute
changes in system dynamics that appear before a flash-
back event. It has been previously shown15,16 that phase
space based methods, including recurrence analysis, can
detect sudden changes associated with dynamical transi-
tions in combustors. Likewise, with the help of recurrence
analysis, it is shown here that prior to flashback, subtle
dynamical changes occur in the system.
The article is organized as follows: The methods used
to construct the recurrence plots and calculate the recur-
rence quantification analysis (RQA) measures, recurrence
rate (RR), determinism (DET) and divergence (DIV) are
described in section II. The experiment from which the
existing pressure time series were recorded is described
in section III. Subsequently, in section IV, the methods
are applied to the existing pressure time series data from
the experiment and the obtained results are discussed. In
section V, a discussion summarizes the results and high-
lights their significance. Finally, concluding remarks, in-
cluding the implications of the findings, are presented in
section VI.
II. METHODOLOGY
Recurrence is a fundamental property of dynamical
systems, discovered by Henri Poincare´17 in 1890. Based
on this property, Eckmann et al.18 introduced the con-
cept of recurrence plots, which are graphical representa-
tions of the recurrences of a systems’ phase space trajec-
tory. Visual information on system dynamics, contained
in recurrence plots, can be quantified using recurrence
quantification analysis. A recent comprehensive review
of recurrence quantification analysis has been put for-
ward by Marwan et al.19.
A. Recurrence plot
The recurrence plot for a time series s(n), where n =
1, 2, . . . , Nts and Nts is the number of data points in the
time series, is obtained in the following 4 steps.
1. Reconstruction of a phase portrait using time delay
embedding. Each scalar measurement s(n) is con-
verted to a vector
−
s(n) that specifies the position
of the nth point in D dimensional phase space with
time delayed co-ordinates given by
−
s(n) = [s(n), s(n+ T ), . . . , s(n+ (D − 1)T )] (1)
In the current work, the choice of the time delay,
T , is made using average mutual information20 and
the choice of the embedding dimension, D, is made
through the method of false nearest neighbors20.
2. Selection of a recurrence threshold,
0.03dA ≤  ≤ 0.05dA, (2)
where  is the recurrence threshold and dA is the
maximum attractor diameter. The threshold dis-
tance  provides a criterion for trajectory recur-
rences. Two points in the phase space represent
a recurrence if the distance between them which
is calculated using an appropriate norm (in the
present work using the L2-norm) is less than or
equal to the threshold distance . A graphical rep-
resentation is presented in Fig. 1.
Several approaches for the selection of an ap-
propriate recurrence threshold have been sug-
gested19,21–24. The basic consideration for thresh-
old selection is that the resulting RP is scarce while
containing the essential features of the trajectory
recurrences. A practical rule of thumb, which has
been reported in literature21,25 is to fix the thresh-
old close to 10% of the attractor radius. While
this criterion has been found useful for a variety of
dynamical systems, additional factors such as noise
require a more involved study for the determination
of an appropriate threshold19. For the system in-
vestigated here, the simple rule of thumb was found
to be sufficient for the purpose of demonstrating
that precursors to flashback exist. In the current
work, we chose a recurrence threshold in the range
4-5% of the maximum attractor diameter (i.e. 8-
10% of the corresponding attractor radius).




∥∥∥−s(i)− −s(j)∥∥∥) , (3)
where  is the recurrence threshold, Θ(arg) is the
Heaviside step function: Θ(arg) = 0 if arg < 0 and
Θ(arg) = 1 if arg ≥ 0, ∥∥arg∥∥ is the L2 norm and
i, j = 1, 2, . . . , Nps where Nps = Nts − (D − 1)T is
the total number of points in the constructed phase
space and Nts, D, T are the total number of data
points in the time series, the embedding dimension
and the time delay respectively.
To construct the recurrence matrix one starts
from phase point
−
s(i) with i = 1 and calculates
the distance
∥∥∥−s(1)− −s(j)∥∥∥ between phase point
−
s(1) and every other point in phase space
−
s(j)
where j = 1, 2, . . . , Nps. Every time the distance∥∥∥−s(1)− −s(j)∥∥∥ between the phase points −s(1) and
−
s(j) is calculated the following boolean operation
is performed. If
∥∥∥−s(1)− −s(j)∥∥∥ ≤ , the points −s(1)
and
−
s(j) define a recurrence and the entry R1,j = 1
is made in the recurrence matrix. Otherwise, the
points do not define a recurrence and the entry
R1,j = 0 is made in the recurrence matrix. This
is equivalent to searching a neighborhood  around
phase point i = 1 and checking which phase points
j = 1, 2, . . . , Nps fall into that neighborhood. Once
the boolean operation has been completed for all
j, one repeats the process for i = 2, 3, . . . , Nps. On
completing this process for all i, one will have a
Nps×Nps binary recurrence matrix Ri,j . It is noted
that whether there is a recurrence at (i, j) depends
on the chosen recurrence threshold. To elucidate
this the recurrence matrix is explicitly denoted in
Eq.(3) as Ri,j() and not simply as Ri,j .
The schematic in Fig. 1 shows examples of different
entries made in a recurrence matrix for an arbitrary
trajectory in phase space. Assume that a time se-
ries s(n) with n = 1, 2, . . . , Nts has resulted from an
experimental measurement and by time delay em-
bedding the data points s(n) are converted to the
time delayed coordinates s(n), s(n+ T ), s(n+ 2T ).
These define the positions of the points i, j =
1, 2, . . . , 22 in the phase space. For illustration, it
has been assumed that D = 3 and that T and Nts
have values such that the total number of points in
the phase space is Nps = Nts−(D−1)T = 22. The
trajectory of the dynamical system that produced
the time series is represented by the continuous line
that connects the phase points. The shaded balls
have a radius  and are the neighborhoods of phase
points i, j = 5, 13, 15, 17. In the neighborhood of
phase point i = 5 there are no phase points j except
for j = 5 (the phase point itself). Thus, R5,j = 0
FIG. 1. Examples of entries in the recurrence matrix Ri,j
when i 6= j. for an arbitrary trajectory in phase space
for all j except j = 5. Because all the neighbor-
hoods have the same radius  when j = 5 then
Ri,5 = 0 for all i except i = 5. For i = j = 5
then R5,5 = 1. In the neighborhood of the phase
point i = 13 there are two phase points j = 6 and
j = 19. Thus, R13,6 = 1 and R13,19 = 1. Again,
because all neighborhoods have the same radius 
the recurrence matrix is symmetric and therefore
R6,13 = 1 and R19,13 = 1.
4. Plot the recurrence matrix, Eq. 3 using different
colors for its binary entries, e.g., plotting a black
dot at the coordinates (i, j), if Ri,j = 1 and a white
dot, if Ri,j = 0. Since Ri,j = 1 for i = j by def-
inition, the RP has always a black main diagonal
line, the line of identity (LOI). Furthermore, the
RP is symmetric by definition with respect to the
main diagonal (i.e. Ri,j = Rj,i) when a constant 
is used.
The appearance of a RP depends on the underlying
dynamics of the system that produced the time series
from which the RP is constructed. Small scale and large
scale structures in the RP are related to specific dynamic
behaviors19. For example diagonal lines in a RP are a
sign of deterministic dynamics because they occur when
the state space trajectory of the system returns to a pre-
viously visited state and then follows much the same path
as it did before. The diagonal lines increase in length as
long as the state space trajectory keeps following the pre-
viously followed path. Thus, the number of diagonal lines
in the RP can be correlated to the degree of determinism
exhibited by the dynamics of the system.
In the current study a series of MATLAB codes were
developed to implement steps 1-4 on one second long,
non-overlapping windows of the time series under inves-
tigation.
4B. Recurrence quantification analysis
Recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) introduces a
statistical measure of DET, that exploits this observation
in order to quantify the determinism of the system. The







where, l is the length or number of black dots that form
the diagonal lines, lmin is a threshold diagonal line length,
and P (l) is the histogram of diagonal lines of length l.
The DET measure is simply the ratio of the number of
black dots in the RP that form diagonal lines to the to-
tal number of black dots in the RP. The threshold di-
agonal line length lmin is defined to avoid counting false
recurrences, such as those associated with diagonal lines
that are a consequence of tangential motion. Tangen-
tial motion refers to the situation where a recurrence is
recorded falsely as a consequence of the neighborhood 
encapsulating one or more phase points that are before
or after the current phase point whose neighborhood is
being searched and are on the same trajectory segment.
Tangential motion can be the result of using a large 
i.e. searching a large area and/or using a time series
that has been sampled at high frequency in which case
the phase points in the reconstructed phase space are
densely packed along the trajectory. In the present work
lmin = 2 is used for the calculation of DET
26. In addi-
tion to DET the RQA measures RR and DIV are also
calculated in the present work.







where, Ri,j is the recurrence matrix. The RR is the den-
sity of recurrence points in the RP. A more physical in-
terpretation is that it is the probability of the dynamical
system returning to a previous state.





where, Lmax is the length of the longest diagonal line in
the RP excluding diagonal lines of length l < lmin. Thus,
DIV is the reciprocal of the length of the longest diagonal
line in the RP. It indicates how fast the trajectories di-
verge in phase space. A small Lmax is an indication that
the trajectories in phase space diverge very fast and this
results in DIV being large. On the other hand if Lmax is
large then the trajectories diverge slowly from each other
and DIV is small.
The line of identity (LOI) is not included in the cal-
culation of the RQA measures. The recurrence matrices
obtained from the MATLAB code for each one second
non-overlapping window of the pressure time series from
the cold and hot flows have been used to calculate the
RQA measures DET, RR and DIV using Eq. 4, Eq. 5
and Eq. 6 respectively.
III. EXPERIMENT
The present work uses the pressure time series obtained
from a recent experiment on a laboratory scale burner.
The burner has been used in studies in the past27,28. A
schematic of the burner is shown in Fig. 2. The burner
consists of a long circular tube connected at the upstream
end to a plenum chamber (not shown in Fig. 2) and at the
downstream end to a brass flame enclosure. A central rod
runs through the entire length of the plenum and the tube
and supports a conical bluff-body at the downstream end
of the tube. The edge of the bluff-body is flush with
the exit plane of the tube. Upstream of the bluff-body
there is a swirler and further upstream there are layers
of fine mesh which act as flame traps and, in the event
of flashback, prevent deep penetration of the flame into
the upstream sections.
During an experimental run, air and fuel (pure
methane) streams are carefully measured through mass
flow controllers and are premixed prior to entering the
burner. A few layers of honeycombs upstream of the
tube ensure the existence of a uniform and fully devel-
oped flow. The air and fuel mixture travels down the
tube that contains the mounted pressure tapping before
it passes through the swirler and reaches the conical bluff-
body at the downstream end of the tube. Under normal
operating conditions the flame is stabilized on the edge
of the bluff-body and the flame is inside the flame enclo-
sure. After the occurrence of flame flashback the flame
is inside the tube at the location of the flame traps.
The time series used in the present work are pres-
sure measurements conducted using a pressure trans-
FIG. 2. Burner schematic.
5TABLE I. The operating conditions for the experiments and
the notation used for the presented cases.
Pressure time series U φ*
No flame With flame* (ms-1) (-)
p10 P10 10 0.79
p12 P12 12 0.73
p14 P14 14 0.74
ducer (Kulite XCS0931) positioned on the wall of the
tube upstream of the swirler. Three pressure time se-
ries were recorded from the cold flow with velocities of
U = 10ms−1, U = 12ms−1 , U = 14ms−1 (measured at
the top edge of the bluff-body) and three pressure time
series were recorded from the hot flows for the same ve-
locities.
In the case of the hot flow the equivalence ratios were
φ = 0.79, φ = 0.73 and φ = 0.74 for the three flow ve-
locities U = 10ms−1, U = 12ms−1 and U = 14ms−1
respectively. The pressure measurements were sampled
at 8192Hz and 16384Hz from the cold and hot flows re-
spectively.
The average flow properties were kept constant during
all runs of the experiment in cold and hot flows. Amongst
the components of the burner, which experience signifi-
cant warming up, the flame enclosure features the highest
thermal inertia and, therefore the longest thermal tran-
sient time. Continuous temperature monitoring of the
flame enclosure, during the reactive tests, revealed that
the thermal transient time of the enclosure was less than
60s. Hence, to ensure that the observed dynamics were
not affected by the transient thermal effects, the pres-
sure measurements were started at least 90s after the
ignition of the burner. Further, to eliminate the initial
thermal effects in the flame enclosure , prior to the ig-
nition of the flame, the burner was left to cool down to
room temperature. For all investigated cases, the system
was thermoacoustically unstable featuring large pressure
oscillations. The thermoacoustically unstable state was
followed by flame flashback and subsequent stabilization
in the swirler. The fuel flow was cut shortly after flame
flashback.
The pressure time series recorded during the exper-
iment runs are summarized in Table I. The following
notation convention is adopted for making reference to
the time series. A pressure time series recorded from the
cold flow with flow velocity U is referred to as time series
pU . Similarly, a pressure time series recorded from the
1 Specifications: pressure range 0.35 bar, rated electrical excitation
10 VDC/AC, input impedance 1000 ohm(Nom), full scale output
200 mv, residual imbalance 5mv (Typ), combined nonlinearity,
hysteresis and repeatability 0.1% FSO (Typ), Natural frequency
150 kHz. See Ref. 29 for information regarding the frequency
response characteristics of the employed pressure sensor.
hot flow with flow velocity U is referred to as time series
PU . Therefore, lower case p for the cold flow, upper case




Pressure oscillations in the isothermal flow correspond
to acoustics induced in the combustor by the turbulent
flow. The pressure time series p10 from the cold flow
is shown in the top frame of Fig. 3. The amplitude of
the pressure oscillations which can be characterized as
broadband noise is about 10Pa. The broadband peaks
correspond to the acoustic resonance frequencies of the
combustor. This is visible in the spectrogram of p10 that
is shown in the bottom frame of Fig. 3, with the dark
bands appearing at acoustic resonance frequencies. The
same observations were made for the pressure fluctua-
tions in the higher flow velocity cases, p12 and p14, which
are not shown here.
Correspondingly, the recurrence plot obtained from the
cold flow time series, shown in Fig. 4, resembles salt and
pepper noise: a homogeneous distribution of single iso-
lated dots. A few short segments that can be observed
are again a result of the acoustic resonance induced in-
termittently by the turbulent flow. This is in line with
the spectrogram in Fig. 3. The cold flow features are in
contrast with those of the reacting conditions presented
next, and are presented to illustrate how thermoacoustic
coupling in the presence of the flame induces determin-
istic behavior in the system.
FIG. 3. The pressure time series p10 from the cold flow and
the corresponding spectrogram. The darker the color in the
spectrogram, the higher the amplitude of the corresponding
frequency component. In this case, the distribution is roughly
uniform: broadband characteristics.
6FIG. 4. The recurrence plot constructed for a one second
window of the pressure time series p10 from the cold flow
using the parameters T = 4, D = 5 and  = 0.05dA.
B. Reacting flow: time and frequency analysis
For the reacting conditions, the pressure time series
P10, P12, and P14 with their corresponding spectrograms
are shown in Fig. 5(a)-(c), respectively. The amplitude
of the pressure oscillations is about 1−2kPa before flash-
back. The jump in the amplitude of the pressure oscilla-
tions seen in the time series in Fig. 5 corresponds to the
flame flashback event. After flashback, the flame anchors
in the upstream tube at the flame traps and the change
results in high amplitude instability. The approximate
time instant at which the amplitude of the pressure os-
cillations becomes large will be referred to hereafter as
the approximate flashback point tflash. The arrows in
Fig. 5 indicate the approximate flashback point of each
time series. It should be noted that the flashback event is
an extremely fast process and it is, therefore, difficult to
precisely determine the instant when it occurred in the
pressure time trace. In the scale of the pressure traces in
Fig. 5 the jump appears almost instantaneous and it is
therefore convenient for the purpose of discussion to de-
fine the time instant of the jump as the nominal approxi-
mate flashback point. The approximate flashback points
for the time series P10, P12, and P14 are at tflash = 6s,
tflash = 16s and tflash = 5s respectively. Data acqui-
sition was stopped shortly after the occurrence of the
flashback.
The pressure time series, P10, and the corresponding
spectrogram in Fig. 5(a) indicate that prior to flame
flashback, two dominant frequencies around 270 Hz and
390 Hz are present. The power levels of the oscillations
are inferred by the darkness of the lines in the spectro-
gram (the darker the line in the spectrogram the higher is
the power of the oscillations at the particular frequency).
FIG. 5. The pressure time series (a) P10, (b) P12 and (c)
P14 from the hot flows. A spectrogram is shown below the
corresponding time series. The vertical arrows on top of the
pressure time series plots indicate the approximate instant at
which flame flashback occurs.
The pressure oscillations prior to flashback at the two
frequencies seem to be at approximately the same power
level. After flame flashback, again the pressure oscillates
at two dominant frequencies (around 270 Hz and 540 Hz).
The lower frequency after flashback (270 Hz) is the same
as the lower frequency found prior to flashback, and the
higher frequency (540 Hz) is the first harmonic. In the
7case of the P12 time series in Fig. 5(b) there are two dom-
inant frequencies prior to flashback (around 270 Hz and
340 Hz) and after flashback there are three dominant fre-
quencies (270 Hz and the first and second harmonics). In
the case of the P14 time series in Fig. 5(c) there are two
dominant frequencies prior to flashback (270 Hz and 360
Hz) and after flashback there are again three dominant
frequencies (270 Hz and the first and second harmonics).
An important point to note regarding the spectrograms
is that near the time of flame flashback one can see a
sudden change in the dominant frequencies. The spec-
trograms offer no indication that the point of flashback
is being approached.
C. Reacting flow: recurrence plots
The recurrence plot for the one second window of the
P10 pressure time series from the reacting flow, two sec-
onds prior to the approximate flashback point is shown
in Fig. 6. The increased proportion of short line seg-
ments—deterministic structures—interrupted by isolated
points or white horizontal and vertical spaces is clearly
visible. Short line segments indicate a positive maximal
Lyapunov exponent18,19, and hence, chaotic dynamics of
the thermoacoustic coupling, that have also been iden-
tified in other studies15,28,30. In order to describe the
distribution of line segments in the RP, a range of line
lengths will be required. From the point of view of infor-
mation theory, this means that a high level of complexity
exists in the system dynamics. The vertical (or horizon-
tal) white spaces indicate the presence of transients that
occur roughly at intervals of 1-2 seconds. While the RP
shown in Fig. 6 spans only one second of the time series,
the RP for earlier sections of the pressure time trace are
qualitatively similar. The observation also holds for P12
and P14.
The pattern formed by the collection of points and di-
agonally aligned line segments is a signature of the partic-
ular state under discussion (P10 long before the flashback
event) and is different for the other cases, P12 and P14,
primarily due to different flame dynamics and turbulence
intensity of the base flow.
The recurrence plots obtained for the one second win-
dows of the time series P10, P12, and P14 immediately
prior to flashback (the right hand edge of the one second
window coincides with the approximate flashback point
of the time series) are shown with the corresponding sec-
tions of the time series in Fig. 7(a)-(c) respectively. The
parameters used to obtain the recurrence plots in Fig. 7
are summarized in Table II. The values of T and D were
obtained by applying the methods mentioned in point 1
of section II A to the first 0.3s of each pressure time se-
ries. The values of T and D were found to saturate when
a sample space greater than the conservative amount of
4900 data points (∼ 0.3s given the sampling frequency of
16384Hz) was used. Furthermore, the values of T and D
were found to be the same when computed for different
FIG. 6. The recurrence plot constructed for a one second
window of the pressure time series P10 from the hot flow using
the parameters T = 15, D = 4 and  = 0.05dA. The window
of the time series is between t=4s and t=5s and is some time
prior to flashback.
TABLE II. The parameters used to obtain the recurrence
plots shown in Fig. 7 and the RQA measures shown in Fig. 9.
Pressure time series
T D 
(data points) (-) (%dA)
P10 15 4 5
P12 14 6 4
P14 13 6 4
0.3s long sections of the time series as long as the sections
were prior to flashback.
It is immediately apparent that the recurrence plot
in Fig. 7(a), obtained for the P10 pressure time series,
contains more black dots that form diagonal lines than
the other two recurrence plots obtained for the P12 and
P14 pressure time series. This implies, that immediately
prior to flashback, there is more determinism in the flow
from which P10 has been recorded. The reason for this
is believed to be the less turbulence in the base flow in
the case of the P10 measurement as opposed to the base
flows in the case of the P12 and P14.
D. Flashback precursors in recurrence plots
The pattern seen in the recurrence plot in Fig. 7(a) is
for a one second long window of the P10 time series just
before the approximate flashback point. The pattern is
notably different from that in recurrence plots developed
for earlier windows of P10 (see Fig. 6, for instance). Thus,
the dynamics of the system are quite different just before
8FIG. 7. Recurrence plots constructed for the one second window of the pressure time series (a) P10, (b) P12 and (c) P14
immediately prior to flashback. The solid lines separate the RP along the main diagonal into two parts with visually differing
texture.
flashback. The same is observed for the P12 and P14
pressure time series.
Further inspection of each individual recurrence plot
in Fig. 7 reveals that there are changes of the pattern
within the one second windows as one moves diagonally
upwards and approaches the approximate flashback point
(the right hand edge of each RP). To illustrate this, the
RPs in Fig. 7 are divided into four sections by horizon-
tal and vertical lines: the pattern seen in the lower left
section of any RP Fig. 7 is different to the pattern seen
in the upper right section. Towards the end of the one
second windows, a small region of a transient can be iden-
tified (the horizontal and vertical white patches). This
region is the largest for the case, P14. This transient sig-
nature is due to the change in amplitude of the pressure
time trace as a result of the flashback event. Thus, the
flashback event can be clearly identified in the RP. More
interestingly, the RP also contains smaller changes even
earlier: for P10, the solid vertical and horizontal rules at
∼ 5.42s in Fig. 7(a) separate two regions along the main
9FIG. 8. The three RQA measures, recurrence rate (RR), de-
terminism (DET) and divergence (DIV) calculated for the
pressure time series p10, p12, and p14. The RQA measures are
calculated for one second, non-overlapping windows of the
pressure time series.
diagonal that are visually distinguishable. The same can
be inferred for the RPs of cases P12 and P14.
As we have seen, the structure of the RPs in Fig. 7
clearly changes as the point of flashback is approached
(i.e. as one moves upwards along the diagonal of the RP).
However, no clear sign that flashback is approaching is
evident by inspection of the time series sections corre-
sponding to the RPs (shown above each RP in Fig. 7).
These changes observed in the structure of the recur-
rence plots immediately prior to flame flashback could be
an indication that flashback is about to occur: flashback
might have precursors associated with subtle dynamical
changes in the system.
E. Flashback precursors in recurrence quantification
measures
Further support to this observation is obtained from
recurrence quantification analysis (RQA)18,19,31.
Plots showing the calculated RQA measures, the re-
currence rate (RR), determinism (DET), and divergence
(DIV) for the pressure time series p10, p12, and p14 from
the cold flow and P10, P12, and P14 from the hot flow are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively. The RQA measures
are calculated using one second long non-overlapping
windows of the pressure time series for the cold flow,
and one second, 50% overlap windows for the hot case.
Increasing the overlap would lead to further smoothing
of the RQA curves. Further, the recurrence thresholds
shown in Table II are fixed for the RQA calculations (i.e.
the same recurrence threshold is used for all windows of
each time series).
The RQA measures of the pressure time series P10, P12,
and P14 from the hot flow are calculated using only the
section of the time series between t = 0s (the start of the
measurement period) and t = tflash (the approximate
flashback point) because the present study is concerned
FIG. 9. The three RQA measures, recurrence rate (RR), de-
terminism (DET) and divergence (DIV) calculated for the
pressure time series (a) P10, (b) P12, and (c) P14 using a one
second long, running window with 50% overlap. The RQA
measures are calculated for each pressure time series from
t = 0s to t = tflash.
with the dynamic behaviour of the system prior to the
flashback event.
The DET, which ranges from 0–1, in Fig. 8 calculated
for the pressure time series from the cold flow is very low
and hence, indicates a highly stochastic process. This
is expected in accordance with previous discussions on
the isothermal flow. Although the DET is fluctuating
slightly from window to window, the changes appear to
be random: there are no significant trends present in the
system dynamics.
The RR in Fig. 8 calculated for the pressure time series
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from the cold flow is low and does not change consider-
ably over time. The magnitudes of RR correspond to
the choice of the threshold,  = 4 − 5%dA. Because the
isothermal states are dynamically similar, RR curves for
the different cases coincide with each other.
The DIV curves stay close to 0.5 for the isothermal
cases. DIV=0.5 corresponds to the prescribed threshold
for the minimum line length: lmin = 2. The DIV calcu-
lations show that the isothermal cases are dynamically
similar and the RPs are comprised primarily of isolated
points.
The DET in Fig. 9 calculated for the pressure time
series from the reacting flow is high (∼ 0.85). This is
in accordance with the visual interpretation of the RPs
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, which consist of distinctly visible
diagonal lines. The reacting flow cases are clearly more
deterministic when compared to the isothermal flow due
to the existence of thermoacoustic coupling. More im-
portantly, the DET curves for P10, P12, and P14 show
a distinct trend prior to flashback: the values begin to
increase towards the onset of flashback (the time axes
in Fig. 9 begin at t = 0s and end at the approximate
flashback point t = tflash).
A similar trend as found for the DET curves is also
found for RR. The curves gradually increase until flash-
back occurs. It can be noted that the increase starts 2-4
seconds prior to tflash.
Changes in the DIV curves are more difficult to gener-
alize for the three cases from the reactive flow. For P10,
a jump occurs at tflash. On the other hand, for P12, the
fluctuations in DIV increase gradually as flashback is ap-
proached; similar to the RR and DET curves for the case,
the trend appears 4 seconds before flashback. For P14,
inferences regarding any trend in the DIV curve could
not be obtained.
V. DISCUSSION
For a thermoacoustically unstable system undergoing
flashback, the results reported indicate that subtle tem-
poral changes occur in the dynamics of the coupling prior
to flashback. These changes are made apparent through
the characterization of the recurrences of phase space tra-
jectories reconstructed from pressure time traces, in a
multi-dimensional phase space.
The indication of precursor behavior is first seen in the
RPs where, the patterns in the RP change as flashback is
approached. A change in the distribution of deterministic
structures (lines) and non-deterministic structures (iso-
lated points) leads to a variation in the pattern of the
recurrence plots. It is further seen, through RQA, that
before flashback, the determinism in the system shows
an increasing trend, as an increasing number of isolated
black dots (isolated recurrences) come together to form
diagonal lines (consecutive recurrences). The recurrence
rate also increases simultaneously; this could be related
to the fact that before flashback, there is a relative in-
crease in the sections of trajectories recurring and hence,
in the overall number of recurrences at the same . In the
transition from an asymptotic state before flashback to
another attractor after flashback, while the actual flash-
back event might be an instantaneous process, changes
that occur in system dynamics are not. The fact that the
determinism also increases in the case of a thermoacous-
tically stable combustion system prior to flashback has
also been identified in a recent study34 by the authors
using the translation error method35.
These trends that have been identified point to the
possibility that as flashback is approached, the dynam-
ics of the flame—hence, also the flame-acoustic cou-
pling—changes. The duration of relevant changes that
occur prior to flashback span 2-4 seconds. There obser-
vations lead to two important implications: a) precur-
sors to flashback exist, and with appropriate methods, it
is possible to design flashback detection and control; and
b) the phenomenon of flashback is a result of interactions
that span a duration of seconds. In previous studies on
the mechanisms of flashback6,8,13, discussions focus on
the stages involved in the evolution of the flame and hy-
drodynamic structures during a flashback event. It is
very likely that observable qualitative changes that have
been associated with the occurrence of flashback are also
related to changes in the recurrence measures obtained
from the pressure time trace.
In this study, thermoacoustically induced flashback is
investigated. It is expected that investigation of other
types of flashback on the lines of the present investigation
should lead to similar results on flashback precursors.
Recurrence analysis, which enables quantification
of system complexity and determinism, appears to
be an appropriate method to identify transitional
changes/precursor behavior present in the very complex
dynamics that are involved in the process of flame flash-
back.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the process of flashback in a combustor, it is shown
here that subtle changes occur in system dynamics sec-
onds before the actual flashback event. While linear
time- and frequency-domain analyses fail to identify
these changes, a trend in dynamical characteristics is ob-
served through recurrence plots and subsequent recur-
rence quantification. A gradual increase in the contri-
bution from deterministic dynamics in the system prior
to flashback was observed through recurrence analysis.
These findings have important academic as well as in-
dustrial implications. From an academic point of view,
the results show that relevant dynamical changes occur in
the flame seconds before flashback. Future investigations
on flashback mechanisms could benefit from this infor-
mation. At the same time, the results also demonstrate
the feasibility of advance detection approaches.
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